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The authors review a deterministic geometric procedure to data modelling, based on a
geometric representation of geophysical records as derived distributions of determin-
istic multifractal measures via simple deterministic fractal functions. The same model
is part of their own scientific production arising to the early nineties. The paper is
clear and concise nevertheless the core of the paper seems to be represented by the
discussion about scientific and philosophical implications of the proposed model. It is
possible to argue that the procedure, yes, may “furnish the possibility of encoding holis-
tically complete data sets with substantial compression ratios” but, on the other hand,
the possibility of studying the dynamics of geophysical processes in the compressed
parameter space of subsequent sets still appears to be far from a real possibility since
the procedure still lacks of a physical interpretation. In particular such perplexity is
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more pressing if one focuses on the different feasible hydrological applications. On
one hand, applications to width function of channel basins or basin topography could
be thought as suitable for a deterministic geometric interpretation but they cannot be
easily thought as dependent on a transformation of turbulence-related measures. On
the other hand rainfall (or runoff ? ) time series may interestingly depend on atmo-
spheric turbulence but in such a case the representation of a single observation data
set lacks of a real application interest. Also, the implementation of a generation proce-
dure that endorses the process stochasticity necessarily needs a deeper knowledge of
the dual representation of the process in the surrogate parameter space. Such knowl-
edge is necessary in order to capture the overall complexity of rainfall and its extremes.
Moreover not any feasible interpretation is provided with relation to the example rainfall
datasets represented in figure 1 and 2 in order to evaluate the soundness of the used
fractal function including the scaling parameters d1 and d2 and other characteristic
model features like fractal dimension, iteration frequencies and projection angle. Also
possible relationships of such model features with important process signatures like
irregularity, intermittency, long-term persistence is not mentioned in the paper.
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